An optimized gastroretentive nanosystem for the delivery of levodopa.
Characterization of the physicochemical and physicomechanical properties as well as biopharmaceutical suitability of a drug delivery system is needful in optimization of the formulation and manufacturing processes in order to achieve the desired responses. Interpolymeric blend (IPB) nano-enabled gastroretentive levodopa-loaded drug delivery systems were formulated, optimized and characterized using techniques such as spectroscopy, calorimetry, density, textural analysis, morphological analysis, porosity analysis and magnetic resonance imaging. The in vitro drug release of the delivery systems was compared to those of the conventional dosage forms and in vivo absorption was predicted. The average densities were 1.41 mg/mm(3) and 1.56 mg/mm(3) for the two formulations; rigidities were 75.05 N/mm and 84.93 N/mm; and 92% of the pores of the IPB drug delivery system were mesoporous. MR imaging displayed the swollen front at pH 1.5 and the eroded front at pH 4.5. In comparisons to the conventional dosage forms, the IPB nano-enabled gastroretentive levodopa-loaded drug delivery systems exhibited drug release over a prolonged period of time and levodopa-loaded IPB matrices were the best fit for zero-order release. Indeed the analyses of IPB nano-enabled gastroretentive levodopa-loaded drug delivery systems indicate that they hold promise as sustained delivery system for management of Parkinson's disease.